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three components: hue, saturation, and value. Hue is another word for color. Saturation is a color’s
brightness or intensity, and Value is how light or dark a color appears. RGB (Red, Green, & Blue) is used
for screens; CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, & Black) is used for color process printing. Most designers
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The new logo created for Oslo, Norway, is an excellent example of the need for flexibility and versatility in identity development. The new design needs to work on tax collection documents and for youth
music festivals. The identity package includes a logo, typeface, and three basic shapes inspired by the
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Logos speak for business owners when they can’t speak for themselves. Designer Todd Frasers says, “If
you don’t have something unique to say, you’re really behind the eight-ball.” He says businesses often
look at brand marks through the eyes of their competition. Professionally designed logos strengthen a
business’ profile.
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Despite the industry trend toward simplifying logos, most people can’t recall iconic logos. A recent
Signs.com study found that only 16 percent of participants draw iconic logos from memory. Perhaps the
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Designer Aaron Draplin recommends field notes for sketches, and he emphasizes simplicity. He reminds viewers to think about logos in context, how they’re likely to appear in the real world.
Malcolm grear. (2016).[Video file] Networks Rhode Island. Retrieved from https://vimeo.com/154416537
Malcolm Grear researches, interviews, and really gets to know the companies he creates identities for.
He makes thousands of sketches for a single identity. Many of his designs incorporate negative space
prominently. “Graphic design is purposeful communication.”
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So strong is the identity of the Hartford Whalers that it has outlived and prospered more than the team
ever did. According to the logo’s designer, Peter Good, symmetry is what makes the logo enduring. It
has a symmetrical letter H, letter W, and whale’s tail. The visual interest is established in the negative
space H created by the letter W and the whale’s tail.
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Wally Krantz, executive creative director at Landor, explains that creating a timeless logo requires
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logo—is less about rigid consistency and more about the ability to adapt and connect.”
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This article is a quick overview of the common tools used to create identities. Designers generally make
10 to 15 sketches on paper and recreate their best concepts in Adobe Illustrator because it creates
vector images, which are scalable. It’s a best practice to work in black and white first because it’s
important to focus on shapes before color is applied. Logos are generally delivered AI files, PDFs and
PNGs.
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you can, use the project brief to support your color choices.
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Designer John McConnell has created impressive brand identities with just type. His Unicorn (children’s
theatre logo) is a great example that visual interest can be created by raising a single letter of a word.
His Japan Festival logo shows how changing the color of part of a letter can have a profound visual
impact.
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